
Belvoir Angels – a Grave Story 
Peter Hammond – February talk 

 
Don’t we family historians love gravestones! Within the south of the county are some wonderful eighteenth 

century Swithland slate gravestones bearing an angel’s face with outstretched wings – normally at the top of 

the stone but sometimes lower down or even as pairs along the top or sides, and with the wings always 

pointing downwards from the face with plump feathers near to it and longer finer feathers radiating away. 

These stones frequently also depict an hourglass and crossed bones in the opposite top corners – typical 

symbols of mortality – with hearts occasionally added either side of the face itself. The panel usually also 

includes a short phrase such as 'Come ye blessed,' ‘Watch & Pray’ or 'Death is gain'. This style of gravestone 

is unique to the area known as the Vale of Belvoir i.e. south Nottinghamshire, north Leicestershire and west 

Lincolnshire – hence being commonly referred to as ‘Belvoir Angels’. 

 

 
 

Well over three-hundred such stones have now been recorded, though occasionally new discoveries are still 

made. All of the known ones are south of the River Trent except for solitary (and worn) examples within the 

churchyards of St Nicholas and St Mary within Nottingham itself. 

 

In his talk Peter gave us a tour of some selected villages and towns within the relevant area – quizzically 

showing us pictures of each parish church first to see if we could identify them before showing the stones 

themselves. Long-standing members will remember that we have had talks on these before. Back in March 

1982 Eileen de Ville gave a talk to the society on slate gravestones in general – which of course included the 

‘Belvoir Angels,’ and later she followed this up with an article in our Journal in July 1994 on ‘The 

development of gravestones’ – this issue depicting a typical ‘Belvoir Angel’ stone upon its front cover and 

with line drawings of their characteristics within her article. Then Peter gave the Society a slide talk on this 

subject back in February 2005 – which was written up in the April 2005 Journal. So it was about time we had 

an update – this time with newly selected images delivered as a PowerPoint presentation. As such Peter was 

able to show lists of the parishes with the numbers of such stones so far recorded within each, as well as 

features and verses upon the gravestones themselves.  

 

This type of slate used is very hard-wearing and thus the stones often survive as good as new – despite often 

being the oldest gravestones in many churchyards! After being quarried at Swithland – which is situated half 

way between Leicester and Loughborough near Bradgate Park – it was then transported to one or more 

workshops where the actual carving took place. Unfortunately the location of the workshop(s) is unknown, 

but it is suspected that it may well have been situated somewhere in the Hickling/Upper/Nether Broughton 

areas as these parishes contain the greatest concentrations of such gravestones. Due to subtle changes in style 

there must have been at least two or three generations of masons who carved them – all dating from the 

1690s through to the late 1750s – though the majority are from the 1720s and 30s. Unlike later gravestones 

however the sculptors never left their name or mark upon them (proved in cases where stones now survive 

out of the ground as well as those cases where they now lie flat in the churchyard).  

 

The carvings upon the stones are typically divided into three sections with the angel, as mentioned, usually – 

but not exclusively – situated at the top of the stone, then with the details of the deceased below, and then 

finishing off with a standard four to six lined rhymed epitaph at the bottom. 
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The earliest styles mainly occur in the east and south of the area including Grantham, Redmile, Upper 

Broughton, Goadby Marwood and Melton Mowbray, these often having cut away corners without the 

hourglass and crossed bones, but they soon became standardized with the extra decorations added. Most of 

the angels have very rounded faces but the later forms have a slightly pointed chin, again suggesting 

different generation of masons.  

The letters upon them are usually carved incuse – and often with no thought of spacing – which frequently 

leads to letters or dates at the ends of the lines being squashed up or squeezed in above or below! It’s almost 

as though the masons used standard templates of the letters and numbers along each line before resorting to 

the drastic measures referred to above. However the peak of their development occurs during the 1730s when 

some of the stones are partially or wholly carved with their letters and dates in relief, which must have been a 

very difficult task to perform and one therefore that must have demanded great skill and patience by the 

mason(s).  
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The rhymes at the bottom of each stone very much follow standard forms which are often repeated in 

different graveyards. It’s almost as though the families of the deceased said ‘I’ll have one of those.’ Typical 

examples are as follows. As can be seen they very much remind us of our mortality – and the spellings are 

not always spot on either: 

You readers both old and young, 

Your time on earth will not be long 

For death will come and die you must 

And like me return to dust 

Examples of the previous verse at Redmile (1691 but may be carved slightly later), West Bridgford (1705), 

Owthorpe (1712), Nether Broughton (1719), Plungar (1720), Granby (1721), Thoroton (1724), Upper 

Broughton (1723 and 1727) and Harby (1727). 

 

Pale death will hardly find another 

So good a wife, so kind a mother 

In all her actions so discreet, 

As she who lies beneath your feet 

Examples of above at Granby and Harby (both 1719), Hickling (1724 and 1734), Plungar (1729). 

 

A loving husband and a virtuous wife 

Here lies confined both to leave this life 

And tho’ their bodys’ they return to dust 

Their souls I hope are dwelling with the just 

Examples of above at Granby (1727) and Langar (1730). 

 

Afflictions fore long time I bore 

Phisitions were in vain 

Till death gave ease as God did please 

To ease me of my pain 

Examples of above at Rempstone old churchyard (1717), Clifton (1728), Colston Bassett (1730), Hickling 

(1735), Nether Broughton (1746), and Whatton (1758). 

 

A sore disease my body seized 

That pearst me to the heart 

Till death gave ease as God did please 

To cure me of my hurt/To ease me of my smart 

Examples of above at Hickling (1737), Burton Lazars, Leics (1742), Nether Broughton (1749) and Colston 

Bassett (1750). 

 

Death often crops ye flower 

The blossom and the bud 

Happy in youth and age 

Are they whose lives are good 

Examples of above at Granby (1724 x 2). 

 

I love this one – the gender varies: 

He/She loved peace and quitness 

Who here interred lies 

His/her reward is eternal bliss 

Above the starey skies 

Examples of above at Granby (1723), Hickling (1729) and Langar (1732).  

 

As can be seen they are all very simple rudimentary in nature and thus these stones are really a type of folk 

art. The above are only a random selection; many identical examples are to be found in other parishes as well 

as other verses not shown above.  
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For a more thorough guide it is worth consulting ‘Vale of Belvoir Angels’ by Pauline and Bernard Heathcote 

[revised 2009], of which there should be copies in local libraries and at Nottinghamshire Archives. To date 

this is the most comprehensive printed guide though there are gaps as new stones are continually being 

discovered and recorded. An earlier study was compiled by W. F. Silvester of Loughborough in 1983 entitled 

‘Some 18
th

 century headstones in the Vale of Belvoir.’ Alan Murray-Rust’s webpage 

www.geograph.org.uk/snippet/6050 includes illustrations of 340 such stones, and other websites focus on 

specific churchyards such as www.hicklingnottslocalhistory.com/belvoir-angels. 

 

So why not have a drive out one day and visit some of the Vale of Belvoir churchyards? Peter says he 

typically visits them on a sunny day – some in the morning to photograph those stones that face eastward, 

then have a pub lunch (!) or picnic, and then returning to some of the same churchyards and/or others and 

photograph those stones facing westward. It is best to photograph them when the sun is at an oblique angle to 

gain the best definition, though it has to be admitted that some of the stones are situated under trees (in which 

case winter can be a better time to take photos) or in very inaccessible positions. Those in the old Kinoulton 

churchyard for example now lie buried under grass and nettles in a farmer’s field – with cows and resultant 

cow pats to also contend with!  

 

Once when Peter gave the same talk to a local history group the chairman very thoughtfully concluded the 

vote of thanks by compiling the following verse, which seems very appropriate: 

With Peter’s angels we’ve spent some time 

So many epitaphs in pleasing rhyme, 

In snow and mud he’s searched around, 

And graves in slate he’s cheerily found. 

We’re glad he came, and will come again, 

Whether traffic or rain, he’ll brave the pain! 

 

Happy hunting… 

 

 

 

Sudden Death in Nottingham 
Nottingham Evening Post Wednesday 1889 Jan 30 

 
This morning the Deputy Borough Coroner, Mr A Browne, held an inquest at the Alexandra Inn, Carrington-

street, on the body of Jane Slater, aged 59 years. 

Ida Slater, of 2 Lister-place, Carrington-street, said the deceased was her mother, who was the widow of Wm 

Slater, a retired carrier. She had enjoyed good health up to the 12
th

 inst. when she was knocked down by a 

horse and cart in Carrington-street. She was carried into the house, and she complained of her arm and 

shoulder. There was a bruise on deceased’s right leg. She was crossing the street when she was knocked 

down. She said she could not blame the driver. Deceased went to bed on Friday night and did not get up any 

more. Dr Snell was called in on Monday week, but she died the following Monday. 

Arthur Clarke, of 67 Mansfield-road, a glass and china dealer, said he saw the deceased knocked down on 

the 12
th

 inst about 11pm. She paused on the curb and then started to run. She did not notice the cart until she 

was about a yard from it, and then she put up her arm to shield herself, but she did not stop running. The 

horse caught her and knocked her down. The wheels did not pass over her, but the horse trod on her. Witness 

picked her up, but she did not appear to be much hurt. The horse was going at an average pace, and he did 

not think the driver was to blame at all. 

Mr E Snell, Surgeon, said he was called to see the deceased on the 21
st
 inst. She was suffering from constant 

sickness and pain in the abdomen. She died on Monday last. He had made a post-mortem examination, and 

attributed death to obstruction of the bowels, but he could not trace the cause of death to the injuries 

received. He thought death was a natural one. 

The jury returned a verdict of “Death from natural causes.” 
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